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A central goal of the ANA's industry leadership is growth. I can think of no
better springboard into 2019 than to discuss how legal issues will affect
growth in years to come. Here is an outlook on legal challenges marketers
who care about growth need to keep in mind in 2019.

The Terrorist Trio: Brand Safety, Bot Fraud, and Fake
News
We all know Internet fraud is rampant. Marketers have been battling the
menace for years knowing that much of their investment in digital media is
ending up in the wrong hands. ROI is diluted by a bloated ecosystem of
suppliers skimming a dollar here and a dollar there while adding no value.
Worse, some of the money goes into the hands of terrorists. Progress is
being made and the dialog is getting louder but if growth means anything in
2019, marketers need to increase their voice even more and make greater
demands of their suppliers to invest in solutions rather than excuses, clean
up the supply chain rather than lament about its complexities, and earn
rather than burn the dollars they're paid. Growth will be hindered as long as
this cancerous trio continues to infect the industry.

The Watchful Eye of the FBI
Following Jon Mandel's 2015 revelations, the 2016 K2 Intelligence bombshell,
and the 2018 McKinsey reaffirmation of questionable business practices in
media buying, the FBI stepped into the controversy with an October request
for ANA members to assist in its criminal investigation. This development
may be a game changer in 2019 and finally raise the curtain on the business
of media buying. Or it may not. It is now up to marketers to step forward
and cooperate with the FBI. No doubt doing so is a very hard decision with
many ramifications. However, if growth is the industry goal, cleaning up the
media buying landscape and cooperating with the FBI investigation is a
mandate. Step up or step out.
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Accounting for Transparency
Now that many marketers have restructured their contracts with agencies
with respect to creative, production and media buying, the most important
step forward in 2019 is auditing. One surprising discovery over the past
three years is the somewhat shocking fact that many marketers have never
exercised the audit rights included in their contracts with agencies. The lack
of follow-up undermines the very purpose of having a contract in the first
place — to assure accountability among suppliers spending millions and
sometimes billions of dollars, and to provide oversight into the consequent
risks to shareholder value. Transparency means nothing without
accountability. A component for growth in 2019 should be audit, audit,
audit.

Growth and the Duopoly Two-Step
Facebook and Google both love to talk the talk. They say they embrace
measurement, share data fairly, and provide meaningful proof of ROI. Yet
their walled gardens belie the sincerity of all those assurances and hamper
growth. With control of more than 80 percent of the billions spent on digital
media, 2019 must be a year of transparency for Google and Facebook. If
marketers want to assure sound stewardship of the billions invested, much
more must be forthcoming from the duopoly. The 2018 ANA word of the
year is "Brand Purpose." If Google and Facebook are the partners in growth
they purport to be, we'd like to understand Facebook's and Google's brand
purpose as well. That may be revealed through actions by Congress, the
DOJ, or the FTC. But marketers also play a pivotal role in pressuring the
digital giants to be accountable. Do not let up in 2019. In fact, dial up the
pressure with a loud public voice.

Growth and the Oligopoly Six-Step
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We have seen massive management changes in the top six holding
companies in 2018 and the creation of what may become the seventh as Sir
Martin Sorrell reinvents the wheel yet again. Yet little has changed in the
larger competitive landscape. The vast majority of spending by major
marketers on creative, production, and media remains with the big six.
While marketers move accounts around among them, there has been little
impact on competition in the greater marketplace. That may be changing
and 2019 could be a bellwether year if the trend to in-house agencies and
the entrance of the consulting companies into the competitive mix continue.
Some healthy competition that challenges old and often stale structures and
practices at the entrenched holding companies serves the best interests of
marketers. It is long overdue.

Privacy Potholes
Changes in privacy laws are making us all spin in confusion. Anyone in the
digital supply chain that tells a marketer it has all the answers to their
privacy concerns and knows how to reach targeted consumers while staying
within the bounds of the legal rules is fooling either themselves or the
marketers they represent. In 2019, marketers will face significant privacy
changes and need to prepare themselves now. It is also crucial that
marketers have a voice in addressing privacy concerns and solutions. While
some pundits may find it counter-intuitive, consumers and marketers
actually have the same interests — a shared loyalty for brands that deliver
what consumers want. Everyone in between, regardless of how wellintentioned they may be, has their own motivations and perceptions on
privacy restrictions that may not be consistent with those of marketers. In
the end, however, no one can question that growth and consumer privacy
go hand in hand. Marketers need to lead the debate.

Meaningful Measurement
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The Media Ratings Council continues to establish measurement standards
across all media platforms with particular emphasis in 2018 on digital. It has
been a valiant effort for a number of years and made great strides in
providing marketers with critical measurement tools. In 2019, it is time for
marketers to have direct and unfettered access to log level data. It is readily
available and the excuses for not providing it are no longer acceptable. It is
the data needed to address the myriad of issues marketers face: issues like
dilution of their investment before their message reaches consumers, or
finding out who is profiting as the money flows from the demand side
through the supply side. Log level data is directly linked to proving growth.
Without it, there are no true, verifiable measurement standards.

How We See It
In 2016, the ANA launched industry efforts to address two serious
challenges faced by marketers. The #SeeHer initiative is an industry effort
"to increase the percentage of accurate portrayals of women and girls in
U.S. advertising and media by 20 percent by 2020, the 100th anniversary of
women winning the right to vote." It is well on its way to achieving that goal
with more than 70 marketers behind it. The goal of the Alliance for Inclusive
& Multicultural Marketing (AIMM) is to "bring together senior thought
leaders from the African-American, Hispanic, Asian, LGBT and general
market communities to create a united blueprint for the evolution of
multicultural and diverse-segment marketing in America." In 2019,
marketers in greater numbers need to join the movements. Not only
because it has been shown such commitments contribute to growth, but
also because they represent a commitment to equality, diversity and
inclusion that best assures compliance with the law.

Pathways to Success
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The ANA is leading the industry with tools and programs that support the
growth agenda in a myriad of ways. Most notably, the Masters Circle — the
cornerstone of the ANA's growth equation — provides a path forward to
address not only business challenges, but legal ones as well. More than ever
before, success in the marketplace goes hand in hand with resolving
complex legal challenges and disrupting supply chain conflicts.

Growth. The ANA's and marketing industry's beacon. Will it also be the
industry mantra for 2019?
Time, as it always does, will tell.
Happy New Year.

Douglas J. Wood is a partner with Reed Smith LLP, a global law firm, and is
general counsel to the Association of National Advertisers.

The views and opinions expressed in Marketing Maestros are solely those of
the contributor and do not necessarily reflect the official position of the ANA
or imply endorsement from the ANA.
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